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In deep fluid layers of planets (liquid cores, gas giants, icy moons' subsurface oceans), the density depends on temperature and 

chemical composition, which diffuse at very different rates. Double diffusive instabilities can then generate large-scale flows. We 

address this problem with different approaches1: 

1) Calculating the instability onset (SINGE eigensolver), showing large decreases of the critical Rayleigh numbers. 

2) Performing direct simulations (XSHELLS code) in the fingering regime, showing the emergence of strong zonal flows at a large scale.

Considering the early Earth, we show that double diffusion can reduce the critical Rayleigh number by four decades, suggesting that 

its core was prone to turbulent rotating double-diffusive convection (RDDC), with large-scale zonal flows. Using the induction equation, 

we finally study the dynamo capability of these flows to assess their relevance for planetary dynamos (e.g. for gas giants).

Problem method & onset

- Full sphere, radial gravity

- Internal sources of buoyancy

- Boundary: no-slip & fixed flux

- SINGE2: linear eigensolver (onset)

- XSHELLS3: time step nonlinear equations.
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How about the early Earth core?

Early Earth core is expected to be stably stratified (below 

black dashed line) with uncertain parameters.

The onset is reduced  from RaC ~10
21

 to 10
17 with RDDC.              

Early Earth core might be 

prone to turbulent RDDC, 

with large-scale zonal 

flows (far from the onset).

Confirmed in spherical 

shells by C. Guervilly4.

Toward a RDDC driven dynamo ?

Dynamos in RDDC have already been obtained
5 

for large Pm 

(~300) in semi-convection, but not in the fingering regime. 

We found a parameter space which is viable to generate 

dynamos in the fingering regime, for Pm as low as Pm = 0.4. 

Different types of dynamos are obtained :

Dipolar/quadripolar, high/low field intensity

Radial 
magnetic 
field

Motivated by gas giants, flows and dynamos in the semi-

convection regime will be explored.
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